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SELCO Projects Team
A path of our pioneer projects…
SELCO Solar Pvt. Ltd, a social enterprise
established in 1995, provides sustainable
energy solutions and services to underserved households and businesses. SELCO is
going beyond just being a technology
supplier. It is becoming a solution provider
creating innovations and solutions customized
to the needs of the end-user.
SELCO India Projects team is always
committed to adding value to the society by
providing holistic and eco-friendly solutions
aligned to the vision and mission of SELCO.
This team actively seeks opportunities to
improve the standard of living and well
being of the poor by providing sustainable
energy solutions. It not only offers
consultancy services and implements projects
but also simultaneously works to create
awareness on renewable energy solutions
and opportunities for the future generation
and beneficiaries.
The financial Year 2016-17 was a
memorable journey for the entire team. The
team had gone through a several hardships
in seeking for holistic and eco friendly
solutions for different verticals of the society
such as health, education, livelihood etc. The
journey has made the team stronger in
meeting future energy access problems and
challenges with confidence!
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Chairman’s Message

Dr. Harish Hande
SELCO over the years has been known for providing
customized solutions to individual households. But over the
last few years, it has pushed for interventions that can
make other services more accessible and affordable to the
underserved populations. These interventions, using solar
energy, could help basic services like education and health
reach out to the remotest and poorest populations. These
projects, as described, in the booklet have proven that
solar energy is a critical catalyst that can help in scaling up
solutions in a socially, environmentally and financially
sustainable manner.
I would like to congratulate the entire team for pushing the
boundaries of sustainability and creating models that can
be easily replicable in any other part of the developing
world. The diversity of the projects will surely inspire young
entrepreneurs, policy makers, financiers, and all other
stakeholders around the globe, resulting in inclusive
solutions for the 3 billion people without access to basic
services.
I do hope the team would further challenge itself in the
coming years and come up with numerous other models
and interventions that can solve the enormous problems
that the poor face across the world.

President’s Message

Mrs. Revathi Kannan
SELCO Projects are generally unique in
nature. They are professionally
executed with the objective of carrying
on the message of sustainability &
energy access to a large mass of
people.
I am glad that the team is growing and
has done a lot of innovative projects in
the past year especially in the health,
education & livelihood sector.
These projects have a great impact on
the quality life of people and thus
directly help in achieving SELCO’s
mission.
I request the team to continue to be
innovative in their thinking process & be
professional in executing these projects.
I wish them good luck & success in the
years to come.

Chief Operating Officer’s Message

Mr. Mohan B Hegde
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Deputy General Manager’s Message

Mr. Jagadeesh Pai
I want to take this opportunity to
congratulate to all the members of
Projects Team for their satisfactory
performance towards achieving the
goal under SELCO’s philosophy.
I am proud to have such a dedicated
and hardworking team with us. Projects
team has consistently proved it’s worth
and have not failed in any of the
endeavors.
I wish that as a team they will take
SELCO to new heights. I earnestly
express my gratitude towards the
Projects Team and wish them all the
best for all projects they handle in the
years to come.

Health
1

Gumballi Primary Health Centre - Karuna Trust, Yellandur, Chamrajnagar
The Challenge:
Gumbhalli PHC, in Yelandur taluk which began in
1996 is a pioneering example of Public-private
partnership between Karuna Trust and Government
of Karnataka. Gumbhalli PHC is the first PHC in
South India to be accredited by the NABH National
Accreditation Board for Hospitals & Healthcare
Providers). Gumbhalli PHC runs on 24x7 basis and
provides services such as OPD, eye care, dental
care and has infrastructure or facilities such as
labour room, operation theatre, pharmacy,
laboratory, medical records, computer room and
patient wards. It caters to nearly 15,000 population
with 60% being tribal population.
There was an opportunity to solar power the PHC to
address the existing grid-power-cut problem. The
medical & other selected electrical equipment could
operate through solar power without any
interruption. An initiative was taken to make
Gumballi self-sustainable in terms of energy access
through solar energy.
The Solution:
A 1.5 kWp Solar Sytem was installed with 270 Ah,
48 V battery bank and a 2.2 kVA, 48 V Solar
Inverter. The system can provide a back-up of 4.4
units of energy requirement of the PHC. The
maximum load can be connected to the system is
3200 Watt.
Impact:
 After the solar system was installed, the PHC did
not face problems to run emergency loads
during the absence of power supply.
 The medical and other selected electrical
equipment could be run through solar power
without any interruption.
 The PHC was made self- sustainable in terms of
energy access through solar energy to promote it
to 1 lakh population living around the location.

2

The Tribal Health Initiative, Sittilingi, Dharmapuri, Tamil Nadu
The Challenge:
The Tribal Health Initiative, Sittilingi located at
Sittilingi Valley, Dharmapuri of the state of Tamil
Nadu runs a hospital to provide modern healthcare
facility for the local population of around 1 Lakh.
Previously, the locals had to travel to the nearest
city of Salem (approximately 80 km away) for
obtaining the healthcare facilities but the
transportation facilities were poor. The Infant
Mortality Rate was also very high. For providing a
permanent solution, THI established a full fledged
hospital to serve the local population. Since it is
located in an interior region, erratic power supply
was an issue for any medical surgeries or
operations. Since the location is remote, the major
issue the hospital faced was erratic power supply
and poor power quality. The biggest challenge was
to run the existing operation theatre which conducts
some major surgeries and minor operations.
Approximately 100 patients get the OT facility
from THI Hospital per month. 5 kVA DG set was
used by the hospital to support the operations from
morning to evening.
The Solution:
A 6 kWp Solar Sytem was installed with 200 Ah,
120 V battery bank & 10 kVA, 120 V Solar
Inverter. During the operation time of the OT, the
solar system supports the following loads:
During operation (10 am - 5 pm*) they ran the
following equipment:
 Cuatry
Entire OT Set-up
 Ventilator
Suction machine
 AC Machine
Anesthesia Machine
Mindray Patient Monitor  Luminaries
Shadowless Light
*Twice in a week
Impact:






 Interruption free operations due to power-cut.
 Large savings on expenses on electricity and
diesel.

No. of surgeries:
 100 Nos. per month
approximately.
 Weekly 2 days the operations
are conducted.
 Minimum No. of Operations
per week: 20 Nos.
Types of Operations:
Delivery & Surgeries.
Operation Time:
Starts from 8 AM till 4 PM.

3

K.C. Patti Primary Health Centre, Kodaikanal, Tamil Nadu
The Challenge:
This Primary health centre is situated in KC Patti,
Kodaikanal Taluk, Dindigul. The nearest town is
Oddanchatram (45.5 km away through Western
Ghat - Palani Hills Range). The PHC serves around
17,000 people of lower Kodaikanal Hills. There is a
major part of tribal population who are deprived of
the healthcare facilities. K.C. Patti is the only PHC
which provides health care facility over there. The
major challenge was erratic power supply and poor
quality power which had to be repalced by a
reliable source of energy. This PHC is located inside
the forest, hence obtaining night time health facilities
from the PHC was a challenge. Patients also cannot
go to the nearby city for medical facilities.
The Solution:
A 1.8 kWp Solar Sytem was installed with a 300
Ah, 48 V battery bank and a 4 kVA, 48 V Solar
Inverter. The system can give a back-up of 2 units of
energy requirement of the PHC. The maximum load
can be connected to the system is 900 Watt.
Impact:
 Post system installation the PHC does not face
any problem in running emergency loads during
power cuts. It is very reliable to run emergency
loads like Oxygen concentrator and freezer.
 After having a reliable source of power, the PHC
can facilitate the patients seeking for treatment
at the night time.
 Significant amount of savings on the expenses
for diesel.

4

Idapanur Primary Health Centre, Raichur
The Challenge:
Idapanur is a village in Raichur district of
Karnataka. It is located 3km towards the west from
the district head quarters of Raichur. Idapanur has a
primary Healthcare centre serving the entire
population of Idapanur and the nearby regions.
Given that this region is backward and dry, the
people are very poor.This also reflects through the
type and condition of the patients that make up the
crowd at the PHC on a daily basis. The power
supply is very erratic and has a disruption of almost
6 to 7 hours on a daily basis. This makes the daily
healthcare operations and services at the PHC
difficult for serving the locals. Most of the people in
the region are completely dependent on the PHC
for healthcare since they get the good health care
facilities from the Government. Approximately 60
deliveries on an average happen in the PHC on a
monthly basis.
The Solution:
A 1.5 kWp Solar sytem was installed with a 240
Ah, 48 V battery bank; 2.2 kVA, 48 V Solar
Inverter. The system can give a back-up of 3.6 units
of energy requirement of the PHC. The maximum
load that can be connected to the system is 1800
Watt.
Impact:
 The PHC does not face any problem to run
emergency loads during power-cuts.
 Patients come from the nearby villages such as
Talmari (8 km), Jambaladinni (9 km), Yergera
(10 km), Gillesugur (11 km) & even from
Mantralayam Taluk towards west in Andhra
Pradesh. The patients now need not wait for long
duration for health check-ups or any medical test
which is dependent on grid electricity as solar
provides a reliable source of energy to the PHC.

Education
5

Solar Powered Mobile Computer Training Centre, Magadi,
Ramnagar
The Challenge:
Don Bosco, a residential school located at Magadi,
Ramnagar District of Karnataka, required a mobile
computer training centre for the rural children .These
children were deprived of Computer Education as
their schools were located in the interior regions.
SELCO team took the opportunity to design the solar
system for the bus for running all the computer loads
through solar energy. The bus travels from school to
school, located in different villages, providing local
children with access to basic computer education.
The bus is an example of a mobile-learning centera replicable intervention with the potential of high
impact and applicability for rural communities.
The Solution:
A 1.5 kWp Solar sytem was installrd with a 200
Ah, 48 V battery bank and a 2.5 kVA, 48 V Solar
Inverter. The system can support 4.4 units of energy
requirement of the bus. The load includes 15
Laptops, 1 no. of 32” LED TV & 2 nos. of air coolers.
The maximum load can be connected with the system
is 1060 Watt.
Impact:
 The bus can travel to many schools irrespective
of power within the village since it can generate
its own energy required for running all its
computer loads.
 Underserved rural children can get computer
education at their village without the need to
travel elsewhere.
 Promotion of awareness on solar energy for
school students.
 An impactful model for any mobile education
project.
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6

Government Industrial Training Institute, Tanakalakal, Koppal
The Challenge:
Industrial training institutes and industrial training
centers are post-secondary schools in India
constituted under the Directorate General of
Employment & Training (DGET). The ITIs & ITCs are
spread across the nation to provide technical
education to the post matriculation students. The
Govt. Industrial Training Institute (ITI) located at
Tanakalakal village, Koppal is providing technical
education to the rural and urban children in Koppal
District. Since the institute is located in a rural place
location, it has erratic power supply. During the day
time, only 2 to 3 hours of power supply is available.
Hence, the college wanted a reliable source of
power to run the minimum electrical loads during the
load shedding.
The Solution:
A 3.6 kWp Solar Sytem was installed with a 150
Ah, 120 V battery bank and a 7.5 kVA, 120 V
Solar Inverter. The system can provide a back-up
support for 12 units of energy requirement. The
load includes 15-20 laptops, one printer, few lights
and fans. The maximum load that can be connected
to the system is 3500 Watt.
Impact:
 Helps provide alternative power at the time of
power cut (especially for the load like a
computer in the laboratory).
 Helps the industrial education trainees get
familiar with the alternative source of energy
 Reduces the expenses on electricity bill.

7

St. Joseph’s Canossian Convent, Belgaum
The Challenge:
St. Joseph’s Canossian Convent, located at Belgaum,
Karnataka, provides excellent education to the
residential students. The institution is so famous for
providing education to students with an experience
to learn about multidisciplinary subjects. The
institution focuses on many eco-friendly activities
within their campus. Daily power cut was a constraint
towards providing modern education to the students.
From that point of view, St. Joseph’s Convent
planned for commissioning an alternative source of
energy for reliable supply of energy.
The Solution:
A 6 kWp Solar Sytem was installed with a 400 Ah,
120 V battery bank; 6 kW, 120 V Solar Inverter.
The system can give back-up support for 14.5 units
of energy requirement. 3600 Watt electrical load is
connected to the system. The connected electrical
loads to the system are ceiling fans, lights & mixer
at the kitchen.
Impact:
 Reduced Electricity bill & reliable system
operation for lights, fans and mixer at kitchen.
 Promotion of Solar Energy to the students and
the entire society.

8

Holy Cross Convent, Bhatlagundu, Tamil Nadu
The Challenge:
Holy Cross Convent is an institution under Sister of
the Cross of Chavanod. It is located at Bhatlagundu,
Dindigul District of the state of Tamil Nadu. This is
convent sister’s accommodation who works under
Holy Cross. Approximately 40 sisters stay in the
convent. The major challenge was to reduce the
electricity bill. Hence the convent decided to harness
solar energy and go for solar photovoltaic system
for lighting, fan loads and solar water heating
system.
The Solution:
A 5 kWp Solar sytem was installed with a 300 Ah,
120 V battery bank ; 10 kVA, 120 V solar inverter.
Two solar water heatiing systems were installed with
300 LPD & 500 LPD capacities too. The solar
inverter based system can give back-up support for
11.5 units of energy requirement. 5750 Watt
electrical load is connected to the system.
Residential block’s luminaries & fans are also
connected to the solar PV system.
Impact:
 Reduced electricity bill & reliable system
operation for the residential block.
 Promotion of solar energy and reduction of
carbon footprint.

9

The National College, Jayanagar, Bangalore
The Challenge:
The National College, one of the prestigious
educational institutions in Bangalore wanted to take
a sustainable initiative using green energy. Being a
premier institution, the college has planned to
introduce solar energy as an elective subject for the
PG students. They also proposed to facilitate
research on low-weight solar cells for aircrafts. This
planning for solar energy will evolve through
several training & awareness creation programmes
for the students on renewable energy. Apart from
this, they wanted to focus on environmentally
consciousness, innovative and promote best practices
through renewable energy measures. As a solution
they decided to opt for a solar system to power the
administration block which includes the basic loads
of the Principal’s room, board room, office Room &
one classroom.
Solution:
A 5 kWp Solar Sytem was installed with a 240 Ah,
120 V battery bank and a 6 kVA, 96 V Solar
Inverter. The solar inverter based system can give
back-up support for 11 units of energy requirement.
3200 Watts of electrical load is connected to the
system.
Impact:
 Creating awareness for students on solar
technology.
 Possibility of making solar system as a part of
their syllabus for post graduate-science students.
 Reducing grid electricity consumption and
related expenses.

10

SDM College, Honnavar, Uttar Kannada
The Challenge:
SDM college was founded by the MPE Society in
1964, to impart the much needed higher education
in the coastal parts of Uttara Kannada district. The
institution has grown into a model college over the
years in the region. There was frequent interruption
of electricity supply for a duration of 2 hours in day
time & 5 hours on every Wednesday. It was difficult
for the college to continue their official work during
these durations. The Office Block, Staff room and
the Principal’ office urgently required alternative
source of power to continue their daily operations.
Being a premier institution of that location, SDM
College expressed a requirement to operate a few
major electrical loads through Solar during the time
of unavailability of electricity.
The Solution:
A 6 kWp Solar Sytem was installed with a 300 Ah,
120 V battery bank and a 7.5 kVA, 120 V Solar
Inverter. The system provides a back-up support for
14 units of energy requirement. The maximum load
connected to the system is 5000 Watt.
Impact:
 Helped to provide alternative source of energy
at the time of power cut.
 Promotion of Solar energy awareness among the
students & their guardians.
 Reduced the monthly expenses on electricity and
diesel.

Financial Institution
11

Corporation Bank, Yaliwal, Hubli
The Challenge:
Corporation Bank, Yaliwal is located at Yaliwal
village, in Hubli District. It is an important rural
branch and serves customers from 4 villages nearby.
They face frequent power cuts. The ATM was also
not operational at the time of power-cut. Hence, the
bank had to operate the Diesel Generator set
during load shedding. The combined expense for
grid electricity and diesel was around Rs.12,000/per month.
The Solution:
A 4.5 kWp Solar Sytem was installed with 360 Ah,
96 V battery bank & 7.5 kVA, 96 V Solar Inverter.
The system can give back-up support for 12.25 units
of energy requirement. 2750 Watt electrical load is
connected to the system. The connected electrical
loads to the system are ceiling fans, lights,
computers, note counting machines, printer, ATM &
others.
Impact:
 Savings through reduced electricity and diesel
bills.
 Provisioning of a reliable system for the
transactions and operations at the Bank and the
ATM.
 Opportunity to demonstrate the impact of Solar
Energy in a financial institution.

Community Development
12

Sri Azhagia Nambirayar Temple, Tirunelveli, Tamil Nadu
The Challenge:
Sri Azhagia Nambirayar Temple, Tirukurungudi,
Tirunelveli is a very ancient and a famous temple in
Tamil Nadu. It is one of the major pilgrimage
attractions of the state. Being an established temple,
the committee wanted to promote solar energy and
reduce the electricity bill. The challenge was to
segregate the load & provide solar power for the
most critical electrical loads (that included lights and
ceiling fans).
The Solution:
A 2.5 kWp Solar Sytem was installed with a 160
Ah, 96 V battery bank & 5 kVA, 96 V Solar
Inverter. The system could provide a back-up
support for 5.5 units of energy requirement. 2750
Watt electrical load was connected to the system.
Mainly luminaries & fans were connected for the
areas in the temple namely Sri Nintra Nambi
Sannathi, Sri vitriunthanambi sannathi, Sri Pallikonda
nambi sannathi, Madapalli & inner Pragaram.
Impact:
 Reduced electricity and diesel expenses.
 Provision of a reliable system to operate the
temple lights and fans.
 This temple being a major centre for gathering
of a large number of devotees, helps promote
awareness on solar energy.

13

Ghatpendari Microgrid, Nagpur, Maharashtra
The Challenge:
Conservation Action Trust (CAT) has been working on
protecting tigers, tiger habitats and reducing tigerhuman conflict. Satpuda Foundation works both at
grassroot and policy level to protect wildlife and
forests.CAT along with Satpuda Foundation have
taken the initiative to provide delivery of basic
services through renewable energy facilities to the
locals at the village of Ghatpendri in Maharashtra.
Ghatpendari is a rehabilitation site for Pench Tiger
Reserve, Maharashtra. The quality of power supply
was major issue over there.
The Solution:
Phase I: Phase one was designed to provide power to
2 LED lights and 1 Mobile charger for 104 houses.
The objective was to test the system suitability and
reliability during the rainy season and also to
observe the collection model and the various factors
that play a vital role in making the collection model
successful.
Phase II: Based on the successful operation of the first
microgrid and its acceptance,the following were
implemented in the second phase.
 15 streetlights were added at site 1.
 A minigrid system was implemented for 90 houses
in second area of Ghatpendari village.
 The system included 15 numbers of street light for
the second site as well.
Impact:
 Assured uninterrupted &reliable power supply
for basic loads to the village for specific
duration.

14

Sri. Duradundeshwar Siddha Samsthana Matha, Nidashoshi,
Chikkodi
The Challenge:
Sree Siddaganga Matha was established during
15th century A.D. by 'Sri Gosala Siddeshwara
Swamiji'.This matha was a spiritual academy of
repute during the days of the social reformer
Shri.Basaveshwara. A large number of devotees visit
this Matha on a daily basis.The Matha committee
wanted to ensure availability of uninterrupted
power supply to the defined loads. The Karnataka
Grameena Vikas Bank (KVGB) wanted to solar
power the prestigious matha through their CSR
funding support.
The Solution:
A 900 Wp Solar Sytem was installed with a 300
Ah, 24 V battery bank & 1 kVA, 24 V Solar
Inverter. The system can provide a back-up support
of 3.5 units of energy requirement. The maximum
load can be connected to the system is 650 Watt.
Impact:
 It was a great initiative to solar power the
institution to reduce its electricity bill and ensure
uninterrupted power supply to crucial loads.
 Promotes sustainable energy awareness amongst
the devotees.

15

Banashankari Amma Temple, Badami, Bagalkot
The Challenge:
The Banashankari Amma Temple, Badami, is a major
pilgrimage center for Hindus and is located in the
Bagalkot district of Karnataka. Being an ancient
heritage temple, it gathers devotees in huge
numbers. Frequent power cuts necessitated a
requirement for an alternate energy solution.
The Solution:
A 3 kWp solar sytem was installed with a 200 Ah,
96 V battery bank and a 5 kVA, 96 V solar
inverter. The system would provide a back-up
support for 6.6 units of energy. 1000 Watt
electrical load is connected to the system. The solar
system powers the front in the main temple block,
corridor, garbhagudi, anna dasoha hall etc.
Impact:
 Saves electricity & diesel bill of the temple
campus.
 During power-cuts, the temple & devotees get an
interrupted power supply through solar.
 The solar powered outdoor luminaries illuminate
the temple campus & ensure the safety.

16 Solar Powered Campus for Rashtrothana Parishat,
Doddaballapur
The Challenge:
Rashtrothana Parishat was established for
protecting India's rapidly declining indigenous cow
population. Madhava Srusti is an area spanning
over 30 acres at Ghati and is located about 60 kms
from Bangalore. It supports around 150 indigenous
breed of cattle like Hllikaru, Malanadu Gidda, etc.
The activities involved are indigenous cow products
generation, training to farmers on organic farming
and treatment of sick cows through indegenous
methods. There was a requirement for providing
lighting at various areas in the campus.
The Solution:
A total of eight different systems were installed at
the campus. The overall system capacity was 2.775
kWp. All systems were distributed in the campus at
Malnad Gidda (Kapila), Malnad Gidda (Kapila) –
Office, Malnad Gidda (Kapila) – House, New Shed,
Nandini Shed, Surabhi & Kamdhenu Shed.
Impact:
 Provision of solar lighting at the goashalas
where the cattle were kept made the spaces
safe.
 Provision of light at the workers quarters and at
the pathways leading to the quarters and the
field enabled movement safer during darkness.

Agriculture
17 Shankaragouda G Biradar, Sindagi, Bijapur
The Challenge:
Mr. Shankaragouda G. Biradar, from Bijapur was
seeking for a pumping solution for his 5.5 acres of
land. The nearest grid line was 4 km away from the
place & was available for 3 hours in a day with low
voltage problem. It was a big investment for getting
the grid electricity supply at that land. Since Mr.
Biradar had planned for growing Grapes, Tur Dal,
Pomegranate, Cotton & Wheat, the water is a crucial
input for a good yield. Mr. Biradar took a decision to
opt a non-conventional energy solution to run the
pump & approached to SELCO for the same. The
NABARD subsidy scheme was also available for the
requirement. Hence, it was a good opportunity for
SELCO to satisfy the customer through technical
solution & to liaison with local bank to channelise the
available subsidy to the beneficiary.
The Solution:
A 4.5 kWp off-grid Solar pumping solution for
powering a 5 hp, 3 phase submersible pump was
installed for irrigation purpose. For the financial
solution, the beneficiary was eligible for a subsidy
under the NABARD subsidy. The meant less capital
investment and payment of the remaining amount
through EMI facility within the lock-in period.
Impact:
 Access to a reliable water supply irrespective of
the availability of the grid power.
 An alternate energy solution is provided that is
environmental friendly.
 Financial solution leveraged the subsidy available
under the NABARD Subsidy Scheme thus providing
benefit to the end user.

Water
18 Bhagawanpur Solar Inverter & Pumping Solution, Chandrapur,
Maharashtra
The Challenge:
Tadoba Andhari Tiger Reserve is located in
Chandrapur district of Maharashtra. It is the oldest
and largest national park of the state. After 1986
when Andhari was declared as a sanctuary, a
number of villages within the notified area have
been relocated to reduce the pressure on wildlife.
Bhagwanpur is one of the model rehabilitation sites
where people from Botejari and Kolsa villages have
been relocated. A project was identified to be
undertaken to pump drinking water from the
borewell accessed by the villagers. Since the
borewell is located nearby to a school the Solar
based solution had to take care of the future loads
for the school as well.
The Solution:
A solar water pump system was provided at
Bhagwanpur. The solution comrpised of a 1.5 kWp
Solar sytem with a 135 Ah, 48 V battery bank & 2
kVA, 48 V Solar Inverter. A 2 hp submersible pump
also was provided under the system. The solar
inverter based system could provide a back-up
support for indoor, outdoor lights and a comptuter in
the school.
Impact:
 A primary school could harness the green source
of energy.
 The 2 hp pump supplies 15,000 litres of water
per day.

Livelihood
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Integrated Energy Centre, Indiganatha, MM Hills, Chamrajnagar
The Challenge:
Indiganatha is located at MM Hills in the district of
Chamrajnagar with no access to grid electricity. It is
an interior region located in the reserve forest. The
Forest department does not permit bringing any
electrical connection through the forest. All the
hamlets at the MM Hills had no choice but to obtain
electricity through decentralised captive power
generation. Indiganatha is also an important junction
connecting MM Hills with Mettur in Tamil Nadu. Mr.
Eranna, an entrepreneur who runs a shop at the
Indiganatha wanted to sell fruit juice and cold drinks
to the visitors and the locals. He also had a
requirement of a centralized mobile charging station
for charging the mobiles. Hence the major biggest
challenge here was the non-availability of electricity
to operate a mixer, a refrigerator and charge
mobiles too. Along with the technical support, he was
seeking a financial assistance.
The Solution:
SELCO Solar Light Pvt. Limited and SELCO
Foundation Enterpreneur Fund collaborated to
facilitate the requirements of the entrepreneur.They
designing a technical solution along with a financial
solution with low EMI. An Intergrated Energy Centre
comprising of a 300 Wp panel & 110 Ah, 24 V
Battery bank was installed. A 240 litre DC
refrigerator was also installed. Another 160 Wp
panel bank was installed with 150 Ah & 100 Ah, 12
V batteries to charge the mobiles.An inveter was
provided to covert the power from DC to AC to
operate a mixer.
Impact:
 A complete off-grid decentralised solution with a
sustainable technical and financial model was
provided.
 Increased revenue generation for the
entrepreneur.
 A successful model/case created for other
entrepreneurs to follow.

20 Sittilingi Organic Farmer’s Association (SOFA) – FPO,
Dharmapuri, Tamil Nadu
The Challenge:
The Sittilingi Organic Farmer’s Association is located
in Dharmapuri Distict of Tamil Nadu. It promotes the
organic farming & has value added processing
centre that produces and markets millet based
biscuits, health mixes etc. The power supply is
erratic with low voltage problem (150 V – 180 V).
Single phase power is available for 5-6 hours per
day. Hence, there was a requirement to have a
reliable source of alternative energy which can
support Sittilingi Organic Farmer’s Association for its
daily activities.
The Solution:
A 4.5 kWp Solar Sytem was installed with a 200
Ah, 120 V battery bank and 7.5 kVA, 120 V Solar
Inverter to power the processing machines that have
motors ranging from 0.5 hp – 2 hp. The system is
designed to provide 4.5 – 5 hours of back-up and
can run upto two machines at a time. The machines
connected to the system includes a flour mill, dal
mill, de-stoner, grinder, weigning & a packing
machine.
Impact:
 The livelihood centre got a reliable source of
power to continue the daily activities.
 The farmer member has increased from 300 to
500 families & turnover increased by twice
approximately.
 Higher gain & less expenditure for grid
electricity/conventional fuel like diesel.
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Arun Suvarna, a solar powered mobile canteen at Kateel,
Mangalore
The Challenge:
Mr. Arun Suvarna, an entrepreneur based out of
Kateel, Mangalore runs a mobile canteen to provide
breakfast, juice & meals to the customers. It was a
necessity/requirement to run all the electrical loads
for the canteen through solar power which would
save a lot of diesel on monthly basis.
The Solution:
A complete off-grid Solar system has been installed
for the particular requirement. A 1.2 kWp Solar
sytem of 400 Ah, 24 V; & 100 Ah, 12 V battery
bank; 1.65 kVA, 24 V Solar inverter (with 30 A, 24 V
Charge Controller) was installed. One 240 Lt DC
Refrigerator also was installed to preserve the food
items.
Impact:
 Shift from diesel to alternative energy.
 Reduced usage of diesel leading to saving on the
earlier expenses on diesel.
 Increase in revenue for the entrepreneur.
 A model to encourage other similar entrepreneurs.

Domestic Solution
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Mrs. Madhu Bhaduri – A residential house powered by Solar
energy, Dharwad
The Challenge:
Mrs. Madhu Bhaduri was a former Indian
Ambassador to Belarus, Lithuania & Portugal. She
served as a diplomat in Hamburg, Mexico & Vienna.
She is a well known writer. She aspired that the new
house that she bought at Saraswatpur, Dharwad be
fully powered by a decentralised solar system. The
requirement was to make the house almost
independent of grid-power.
The Solution:
A 4 kWp Solar Sytem was installed with 600 Ah, 48
V battery bank & 4 kVA, 48 V Solar Inverter. The
system can give back-up support for 10 units of
energy requirement. The maximum load can be
connected to the system is 4000 Watt. A 200 LPD
Solar Water Heating System is also installed to save
electricity by avoiding gyeser system.
Impact:
 The house is meeting it’s energy demand mostly
from solar & grid power is used only for AC &
running the pump.
 Provided the benefit of not just reducing the
electricity bill but also in reducing the grid
energy consumption.

Map: executed projects’ locations
States - Karnataka, Tamil Nadu & Maharashtra
1. Nidashoshi Mutt, Hukkeri
2. St. Joseph’s Canossian Convent, Belgaum
3. Banashankari Devi Temple, Badami
4. Madhu Bhaduri, Dharwad
5. Govt. Industrial Training Institute, Koppal
6. Corporation Bank, Yeliwal, Hubli
7. Shankaragouda G Biradar, Sindagi
8. Idapanur PHC, Raichur
9. Rashtrothana Parishat, Doddaballapur
10. Don Bosco, Magadi, Ramnagar
11. The National College, Bangalore
12. Gumballi PHC, Yellandur
13. IEC, MM Hills, Chamrajnagar
14. Arun Suvarna, Mangalore
15. SDM College, Honnavar
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Karnataka
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16. THI – Operation Theater, Sittilingi
17. SOFA – FPO, Sittilingi
18. K.C. Patti PHC, Kodaikanal
19. Holy Cross Convent, Bhatlagundu
20. Azagiya Nambirayar Temple, Tirunelveli
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Tamil Nadu
18

19

21
22

Maharashtra

20

21. Ghatpendari Microgrid
22. Bhagawanpur, Chandrapur

*Locations & map are not to the scale

Testimonials
“I would like to commend SELCO India and SELCO Foundation for this important initiative
towards bridging the energy access gap in primary health centres. I am satisfied with the
installation; the customer support executives were professional and complied with our
requests. It is noteworthy for us that there is now 24X7 access to clean energy with an
impact on health services for communities catered to by the Gumbhalli Primary Health
Centre. For example, owing to the uninterrupted power supply, the dental clinic has been
able to double the number of patients seen and dental procedures carried out per month.
Since access to clean energy for providing quality service at PHCs in remote and
inaccessible areas is a pressing concern, I wish SELCO and it's team members success in
their endeavours to bridge this crucial gap across regions.”
-Padmashree Dr. Sudarshan, Karuna Trust

“I would like to record my very satisfying experience with having a Solar system installed
by Selco at my house in Dharwad. Your planers and technicians are professional and
reliable. They did their job to their own and to my satisfaction.”
-Madhu Bhaduri, former Indian Ambassador to Belarus, Lithuania & Portugal

“I would like to state how grateful the staff of KCpatty Primary Health Centre and I are
for the fact that we have finally a reliable power source to manage our patients in a
better way. The system is functioning very well. We are grateful to Selco foundation and
Selco for generously making this system available.
As an example of the benefits we had a 56 year old lady with severe asthma present with
an exacerbation. She normally responds to standard treatment for acute asthma attacks
but needs a reliable supply of oxygen till that treatment works. Its not unusual for us to
have to refer a patient to a larger hospital because we cannot guarantee to run our
oxygen concentrator long enough should response to treatment take longer than
anticipated. Referral is a difficult option especially if it involves travel at night and often
takes more than 4 hours before a vehicle is arranged with oxygen on board with a
cylinder. The fact that we could meet the requirements for oxygen supply for much longer
means that we can start treatment and wait for it to take effect for a longer period
without referral.”
-Dr. Rajkumar, In-Charge, K.C. Patti PHC, Kodaikanal, Dindigu Tamil Nadu
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Testimonials
“Herewith we are glad to inform you that the 7.5 kVA Solar Inverter system installed by
your SELCO Team is working satisfactorily in our ITI College Campus.
It serves both the purposes as per our plan i.e. reliable energy source during power cut &
very good example for our ITI students as a live learning tool about renewable energy.
With immense pleasure we inform you that we are satisfied with your team for the
successful installation of the Solar Inverter System.”
-Mr.Gavishankar, Principal, Government Industrial Training Institute, Koppal

“We are very glad to inform you that the solar inverter system installed by your SELCO
Team is working fine in our college campus.
This is a very good solution for the power cut and we can save electricity charges also and
for the students it is an example that Solar Energy can be an appropriate solution for the
energy needs in the future. And we are impressed & satisfied with the solar inverter
system.”
-Dr. S.S. Hegde, Principal, MPES-SDM Arts Science & Commerce College, Honnavar

“It gives immense pleasure to inform you that the solar rooftop inverter system which
installed by you with the financial assistance from Karnataka Vikas Grameena Bank – CSR
is working fine in our temple campus.
The 5 kVA solar inverter system with 50 LED lights are providing good illumination in the
main temple block, outside veranda, dining hall etc. during the evening & night times.If
there is a power cut during the pilgrims’ visit, we don’t have any problem with darshan,
pooja & safety of the pilgrims.
And we are impressed & satisfied with your team for the successful installation of the solar
system which gives the solution for the unscheduled power cut.”
-Shri Banashankari Devasthana Trust Committee, Badami, Banashankari
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The Projects Team
Senthil A Kumar,
Bangalore
In-charge of some very
important projects
commissioned at
Chandrapur and Nagpur
districts of Maharsahtra.

Dipayan Sarkar, Bangalore
Designed and executed
special projects located in the
regions of south & coastal
Karnataka.

Deepu Nalavadi, Dharwad

Subray Hegde, Dharwad

Implemented the special
projects in North
Karnataka.

Implemented special projects
commissioned at North
Karnataka.

Arun T, Erode

Ravikiran, Bangalore

The person behind all the
Tamil Nadu Special
Projects. Managed projects
in the areas of Erode,
Thirunalveli, Dindigul &
Madurai.

Executed all the special
projects’ commissioning
responsibilities along a few
special projects at Bangalore
and the nearby areas.

Manjunath AU, Bangalore

Chitrangad Gowda,
Bangalore

A new addition to the
Projects Team! Has
recently completed the
training and was involved
in a few projects
commissioned at Bangalore
& nearby areas.

Was involved in all the
installations completed by the
Projects team.

Sudipta Ghosh, Bangalore

Additionally, many others….

The person behind all the
support given by the product
team for developing &
analysing the products & its
utilities.

Who supported the team to achieve the set
goals through their direct and indirect
contribution and efforts!

Notes

Notes

Notes
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Courtesy: SELCO Foundation for Technical, Financial & Innovation support

Visit us:
www.selco-india.com
e-mail us: project_enquiries@selco-india.com
Contact us: Projects Department,
Head Office
SELCO Solar Light (P) Ltd.
NO. 690, 15th Cross
J.P. Nagar, 2nd Phase
Bangalore 560078, India
Call us:
9880782340
+91-80-2649-3144
+91-80-6590-2906
SELCO Customer Care

1800-419-0780
(Toll Free)

